
Next Generation Cyber-Range Services



RHEA Group’s Cyber Integration, Test and Evaluation 
Framework (CITEF™) lets you create an exact representation 
of your organization’s information and operational technology 
assets, making it ideal for cybersecurity testing, planning and 
training.

Industry and critical infrastructure can use CITEF to build 
a realistic, safe and legal emulation of their local network, 
systems, tools and applications. The advanced interactive 
platform is flexible and straightforward to use, making it ideal 
for everyone, from cybersecurity experts to students.

CITEF powers RHEA’s Next Generation Cyber-Range Services, 
used by organizations across Europe and in North America.

Cyber Integration, Test and 
Evaluation Framework
An interactive emulation of your local network, 
systems, tools and applications
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The unique advantages of CITEF 
and RHEA's Cyber-Range Services

Organizations operating critical infrastructure face 
unique challenges due to large operational technology 
environments and distributed, decentralized governance 
structures. Testing, planning and training are vital. 

The most effective preparation for any attack happens in 
a real-life environment, but that is not always practical. 
The most secure infrastructure is one that is fully 
tested and risk assessed without endangering any live 
operational setup.
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This is where CITEF can put you at an advantage:

 Easily build a realistic emulation of your organization's entire ecosystem 

 Overlay cyberattack scenarios onto an accurate representation of your operational system

Provides the essential core of our Next Generation Cyber-Range Services

Provides training scenarios for all staff to enhance security awareness.



Why invest in CITEF™-based 
Cyber-Range Services

Why CITEF is unique
CITEF is a comprehensive platform that is designed 
to work the way you work, with its web interface, 
visual front-end and template-based environment 
modelling.

Use our Next Generation Cyber-Range Services 
based on CITEF to:

•  Develop and continually enhance your security 
team’s skills 

•  Periodically assess the performance of your 
security team

•  Host ‘Capture-the-Flag’ exercises

•  Conduct offensive penetration testing in a safe 
environment 

•  Ensure your infrastructure remains secure by 
running regular, automated tests

•  Support the creation of your technical security 
playbooks

•  Prepare and test your incident response plans 

•  Conduct technical, hands-on tabletop 
exercises for your security team.

Further applications include:

•  Design, develop and evaluate new products 
and services with security in mind – 
cybersecurity by design

•  Support the implementation of security 
standards (including NIST Cybersecurity 
Framework, NIST SP 800-53, NIST SP 800-82, 
NERC CIP)

•  Adapt your cybersecurity strategy to 
information and operational technology (IT/OT) 
convergence

•  Generate data to train your security algorithms 
using machine learning.
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Average cost of 
a data breach1.

US$3.86
million

Average time to identify 
and contain a breach1.

280 
days

Data breaches  
caused by cyberattacks1.52%

US$4.52
million

 Average organizational spend responding to incidents 
of malware – the costliest form of attack1.

4 
million+

Unfilled IT security positions globally 
before the COVID pandemic2, since when 
many have been redeployed to other IT 
tasks. Training and retaining staff is vital.



CITEF benefits and features
CITEF offers a unique combination of benefits and features:

•  Ability to build a realistic simulation of your assets (IT+OT), not just a 
simple simulation 

•  Spin up training and test environments in minutes in a safe, legal 
environment

•  Advanced hybrid scenario generation using both digital and physical 
assets (hardware-in-the-loop)

•  Create your own scenario or choose a pre-configured one from CITEF’s 
comprehensive scenario library

•  User-friendly interface for scenario development and instantiation,  
with drag-and-drop functionality.

Features include:

•  Critical infrastructure asset 
simulation including supervisory 
control and data acquisition 
(SCADA), industrial control 
system (ICS) and Internet of 
Things (IoT)

•  Comprehensive asset library 

•  Upgradable, agnostic digital library

•  Direct control of the assets from your 
browser, no software installation needed

•  On-premise or cloud hosting

•  Training mode with advanced questionnaire and score 
tracking capabilities 

•  Fine-grained control of the scenarios – manage asset visibility and access 
for different users

•  Isolated scenario and management layers for a secure control of the 
scenarios

•  Compatible with Ansible to automate deployment and control of advanced 
scenarios

•  Compatible with MITRE ATT&CK tactics, techniques and procedures 
(TTP)

•  Access to scenarios from a wide variety of worldwide CITEF customers in 
different industries, thanks to our ‘Federated Cyber-Range’ technology.
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Use cases for CITEF™ Cyber-Range Services

Telecommunications

•  Replicate your telecommunications 
infrastructure in a cyber-physical rig 
(virtual plus physical assets) to test your 
systems

•  Inject errors into the control systems and 
simulate a compromised workstation to 
train your operators and evaluate your 
incident response capability.

Public sector

•  Train your cybersecurity 
teams to defend against 
the latest threats 

•  Protect your infrastructure 
and company data

•  Customize your 
environment to match your 
real infrastructure

•  Use your security 
environment as a target 
for penetration testing 
exercises

•  Host your cyber-range in 
RHEA’s highly secure data 
centre or install it on-
premise.
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Financial sector

•  Develop and test your technical security 
playbooks on a replica of your enterprise 
environment against different MITRE 
ATT&CK tactics, techniques and 
procedures (TTPs)

•  Automatically fire TTPs in your scenario 
using the MITRE Caldera tool, included in 
the CITEF digital library 

•  Conduct technical, hands-on tabletop 
exercises for your team 

•  Make the scenarios available on demand 
to replay and improve your team’s skills in 
a continuous fashion.

Industrial systems

•  Replicate the IT/OT convergence inside your cyber-range 

•  Include industry-leading SCADA assets from CITEF’s digital library in your 
scenario and complement them with physical control systems (ICS) you own 

•  Run industrial protocols in your scenario (such as OPC UA, DNP3, IEC 
61850) and train your security team to discover threats in those protocols 

•  Design upgrades (such as transition from DNP3 to IEC 61850) to your control 
systems and test them in your cyber-range to save time and money 

•  Test and demonstrate security measures in the cyber-range to facilitate 
implementation of security standards and certifications (such as NERC CIP).
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1. Ponemon Institute; Cost of a Data Breach Report 2020
2. (ISC)2; Cybersecurity Workforce Study, 2019

Next Generation Cyber-Range Services

Every day the threat from cyber criminals and 
cyberattacks continues to increase. The most 
secure infrastructure is one that is fully tested 
and risk assessed without endangering any live 
operational setup. 

CITEF™ offers a comprehensive platform designed 
to work the way you work, with its web interface, 
visual front-end and template-based environment 
modelling. It provides a testing, planning and 
training environment, which is the most effective 
preparation for any attack. 

To find out more contact: info@rheagroup.com

About us
RHEA Group is a privately-owned professional engineering and solutions company, providing tailored engineering solutions, system 
development and security services for space, military, government and other critical infrastructure organizations. Since its creation 
in 1992, RHEA has built a reputation as a trusted partner, developing tailored solutions that help drive organizational and cultural 
initiatives, leading to sustainable added value for its customers.

Headquartered in Belgium for its European operations and in Montreal for its North American operations, RHEA Group employs over 
600 people and has offices in Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Czech Republic, Italy, France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, the Netherlands 
and Canada and works at clients’ premises throughout Europe and North America. RHEA is ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certified.
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Contact us to discover how RHEA Group can support your cybersecurity programme. 

Belgium
RHEA Group (headquarters), 
Avenue Einstein 8, 1300 Wavre, 
Belgium

Canada
6700 Chemin de la Côte-de-Liesse, 
Suite 102, Montréal, Québec,  
H4T 2B5 Canada


